ELECTRIC/GAS DRYERS

DLES955
DLG5966

Performance
- XL Load Capacity with NeveRust™ Stainless Steel Drum (7.3 cu.ft.)
- Sensor Dry System for Intelligent Fabric Care and Energy Efficiency
- 9 Drying Programs
- 5 Temperature Levels
- Precise Temperature Control with Variable Heat Source
- FlowSense™ Duct Clogging Indicator
- Drying Rack
- Wrinkle Care Option
- Delicate and Ultra Delicate Cycles
- Custom Program

Style and Design
- Upfront Electronic Control Panel with Dual LED Display and Dial-A-Cycle™
- Large Chrome Rimmed Door with Clear Glass
- Stackable with Matching Washer (WM2455H)
- Optional Matching Drawer Pedestal

Technology Benefits
- LoDecibel™ Quiet Operation
Intelligent Electronic Controls with Dual LED Display and Dial-A-Cycle™

Intuitive controls allow you to ‘set it and go’. You can also save your favorite dry cycle by pressing Custom Program. You’ll have optimized drying performance with the push of a button.

FlowSense™ Duct Clogging Indicator

Detects lint build-up and decreased airflow in the duct system and signals that the duct should be cleaned.

Stackable or Side by Side?

Your Choice. Less space? Try stacking the washer and dryer. More space? Place them side by side or under a counter. Don’t want to bend down so far to load or unload clothing? Add our tall drawer pedestals. They’re also a great place to store laundry products.